Abstract. This is a continuation of our study of topological algebras with orthogonal Schauder bases. In the previous paper, the structure of closed ideals was determined and it was shown that the closed-maximal ideal space is homeomorphic with the discrete space of positive integers. Here it is shown that the space of all maximal ideals equipped with the hull-kernel topology is homeomorphic with the Stone-Cech compactification of natural numbers. Among other results it is also proved that the intersection of dense maximal ideals is isomorphic with the topological dual of the algebra under certain conditions.
1.
Introduction. Let A be a complete LC-algebra with an unconditional orthogonal Schauder basis. In a previous paper [3] we studied the structure of the closed ideals of such algebras and we showed that M(A), the closed maximal ideal space of A, is homeomorphic to the discrete space of positive integers, N. In this paper we study the space M*(A) of all maximal ideals of A equipped with the hull-kernel topology. We show that M*(A) is homeomorphic to /ÎN, the Stone-Cech compactification of N (Theorem 1). Our particular method of defining this homeomorphism enables us to characterize an ideal which is the intersection of dense maximal ideals of A (Theorem 2) and we show among other results that under certain conditions such an ideal, as linear space, is isomorphic to A ', the dual space of A (Theorem 3).
Throughout this paper A will denote a Hausdorff complete LC-algebra with identity e and {xn} is an unconditional (cf. [1] ) orthogonal (i.e. x¡Xj = rLx^cf. [3] ) Schauder basis [1] or [5] in A. For some properties and examples of such algebras see [3] . For general definitions regarding LC-algebras see [6] , and regarding basis see Day [1] or Singer [5].
1. The space M*(A). If {*"} is a Schauder basis in a linear space E, then for each x G E there is a unique sequence {a"} of scalars such that x = ?.0LnxH and each x*(x) = ol, is a continuous linear functional on A. Now we begin by proving some simple properties of A. (c) If x = 2£L,xn G A, then \x\ = 2|crjx" and x = 1.anxn both converge in A, where k| « the absolute value and öt" the complex conjugate of the complex number <V Proof, (a) follows from the fact that e = 2x" G A [3] and {x"} is unconditional, hence bounded multiplier convergent [1] .
(b) follows from (a) and the fact that (Sc^xJCS ßnx") -'2a"ßnxn (see [3] ). (c) The sequence Bn = sgn a,, is bounded. It follows from the unconditionally of the basis {x"} that '2ß"anx" = 2k|x" G A. The other part is proved similarly. Lemma 2. If I is an ideal of A and x G I, then |x| G 7 and x G 7.
Proof. We have x = 2a"xn G I for some sequence {a"}. The sequence ßH = sgn b\, is bounded; hence by Lemma 1(a) y = 2 ßnxn G A. But, xy G I and xy = (2aflx"X2)3nx") = SaJU, = 5¡kk = 14
The other part is proved similarly. Now, let x E A, x = 'Zanxn. If E is any subset of N, then we define xE by xE = S^LiXeÍ")««^» where x¿ is the characteristic function on E. We note that since the basis is unconditional (hence subseries convergent) it follows that xE exists in A for each x G A and for each subset F of N. If F ^ 0 we will call an element x E A E-regular if there exists y G A such that xy = eE and if E = 0 then by x E-regular we mean x is singular. If x is not F-regular then we call x E-singular. We give the following characterization of F-regular elements in terms of principal ideals. Proposition 1. x is E-regular if and only if the principal ideal <x£> generated by xE is closed.
Proof. If x is F-regular then x*(x£) =£ 0 for every n G E, and there exists y G A such that xy = eE and so eE E <x£>. If z G A, then zeE = zE G <x£) and so <x£) contains all elements z E A for which x*(z) = 0 for /i G Ec (the complement of E). It follows that <x£> = D {Mk: k G Fc}, where M* = {x G A\x£(x) = 0} is a Conversely, if xE is closed, then by [3, Corollary 2.3], <x£> = C\ {Mk: k E Ec} and hence eE E <x£). Therefore, there exists y G A such that yxE -eE and this shows that x is F-regular.
We now state some elementary properties about F-regular elements which we will need later. The proofs follow directly from the definition so we will not give all the details. Proof. We will only prove (f). For this, note that for n £ N, |jc*"(jc)| + |x*(y)| > |x;"(x)|; i.e. |x;(|*| + |,|)| > \x;(x)\. From (d) it follows that |x| + \y\ is ¿s-regular and similarly \x\ + \y\is F-regular. Hence the result follows by (b).
We aim to associate a filter to each ideal of A. For this we define a function F from A to 9 (9 (N)) by F(x) = { E G N|x is Fe-regular} and for a subset I of A we
Proof, (a) If xy is /¿"-regular then it is clear that both x and y are also 7ic-regular.
(b) If x is £c-regular then by Lemma 3(a) and (f), |jc| + \y\ is also £c-regular. Since the situation is symmetric with respect to x and y the result follows.
(c) This follows from Lemma 3(d). 
This shows that ¥[I] is a filter.
Suppose 7 is maximal and G is any subset of N such that G n F ^ 0 for every F £ F[/]. Let 7/ = Gc and suppose that e^, £ 7; then e £ 7 + <«#>; i.e. there exist y G I and z G A such that e -y + z%. Hence y = e -zeH, so that yeG = eeG -2eÄec = eG. Therefore eGG I and since 77 £ F(ec), it follows that 77 £ F [7] , contradicting the fact that G n F =£ 0 for every F £ F [7] . This shows that eH £ 7 and so G £ F [7] . Thus F [7] is an ultrafilter.
We now wish to show that the function F is one-one from the set of maximal ideals of A to the set of ultrafilters on N. For this we define the inverse function of F by F[ÍF] = {x £ ^|F(x) Ç < §} for a filter f on N. Observe that we have shown that the set M(A) of closed maximal ideals of A is equal to [x*\n £ N}. We identify M(A) with N via the map x* «-» n and consider the Gelfand transform x of an element x G A to be the function on N given by x(n) -x*(x). We need the following two lemmas: Lemma 5. If x E A and E is a subset of N such that E n F ^ 0 for every F E F(x), then x is E-singular.
Proof. If x is F-regular then x is (Fc)e-regular and thus Ec G F(x). However, F n Ec = 0 contradicting the hypothesis of the lemma. Lemma 6. Let x E A and let 'S be an ultrafilter base on N. If limy xz = 0 for every z E A then x is E-singular for every E E S\ Proof. If x is F-regular for some E E'S then there exists z G A such that xz = eE and hence 1 is a cluster point of xz(^) [because F n F ¥= 0 and so 1 G xz(^) for each F G "ñF]. But 0 is also a cluster point of xz(5) by hypothesis, contradicting the fact that xz(^) is an ultrafilter base. This proposition shows that the map: M -> ¥[M] is one-one from the set M*(A) onto the set of ultrafilters on N.
We recall here that if 31 is the collection of all ultrafilters on N then the sets E* = {f G 31: F G f}, F ç N, form a base for the closed sets for a topology on 31 and in this topology 3t is )8N, the Stone-Cech compactification of N. Also, there is a natural topology on the set M#(yi)-the hull-kernel topology [6] . A base for the closed sets in this topology is given by the family of sets of the form H(x) -{ME M*(y4): x G M}, x E A. However, for our algebras we show that a much smaller collection forms a base. Proof. We have already shown that this map, call it u\ is one-one and onto. We will show that \p maps the base for the closed sets in M*(A) onto the base for the closed sets in ß N and this will show that \p is a homeomorphism.
To this end note that if E G N and M G H(eE) then Ec G ¥{M). Conversely, if Ec G F[A/], then there exists x G M such that x is 7s-regular and therefore (as in the proof of Lemma 7) eE G M. Thus u> takes H(eE) to (Ec)c and this concludes ike proof.
We have shown in [3, Theorem 2.1] that each closed maximal ideal of A is of the form Mk = {x G A: x¿(x) = 0}. It follows that ¥[Mk] is the fixed ultrafilter [2] consisting of all subsets of N containing k. It follows also that the dense maximal ideals of A correspond under F to the free ultrafilters on N. We use these facts in the next section.
2. Dense maximal ideals and the dual space. We begin by describing the ideal which is the intersection of the dense maximal ideals of A. To this end, set J(A) = {x G A : hmn^xx*(xy) = 0 for all y £ A }. Evidently J(A) is an ideal of A and clearly it is dense in A because it contains all elements of the form x = Lemma 8. x £ J(A) if and only if x is not E-regular for every infinite E G N.
Proof. If there exists an infinite subset E of N for which x is F-regular then there exists y G A such that xy = eE. But then hm^^^x^xy) is clearly not 0 and so x £ J(A).
Conversely, if x £ J(A) then there exists y £ A such that üm71_>00x*(xy) is not 0. So, let r =lim|x*(xy)|, r =£ 0. Thus there exists a subsequence {nk) of N such that lùn*-»»!*^^)! = r> ano" without loss of generality we can choose {nk} in such a way that x*(xy) ¥= 0 for all k > 1 (because x*(xy) = 0 can happen only finitely often). It follows by Lemma 1(b) (applied on {nk}) that xy is {«¿J-regular and so x is also {nk}-regular; i.e., x is F-regular on the infinite set E = {nk}. We show that F(x) Ç 9. Let F G F(x). Then since hm95cz = 0 for all z E A, we see that x is F-singular for all F G 9. If F É 9, then £eeî and so x would be F'-singular which is contrary to the fact that F G F(x).
Conversely, suppose x G D {M: M E M*(A) \ M(A)}. Let F be an infinite subset of N and let 9 be a free ultrafilter with F G 9. If x is F-regular then Fc G F(x) and since F G f it follows that F(x) £ f. This implies that x É F[f ] which is a dense maximal ideal. It follows that x E D {M: M G M*(A) \ M(A)} contradicting our hypothesis. This contradiction stems from the assumption that x is F-regular on an infinite set E. It follows that x is not F-regular for any infinite F and so, by Lemma 8, x G J(A).
To study the dual space we define a subset of A, K(A) = (x G A: 2"_i|x*(xy)| < oo for ally G A}. It is easy to see that K(A) is an ideal and it is dense because all finite linear combinations of elements from {xn} belong to it. Also, note that
For the next theorem we need the additional hypothesis that A be metrizable; i.e. A is a complete metrizable LC-algebra. Algebras of this type are called F0-algebras. Proof. Consider the map L: K(A)-*A' defined by y-»jÇ, where fy(x) = 2r-,x;(xy). Now, set fyk(x) = 2*_,x"*(xy) -2*_1x;(x)x"*(y). Clearly each jf* is continuous (since it is a finite linear combination of the continuous functional x*) and hmk_oafyk(x) = fy(x) for x E A. Hence by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem m,fyEA'. Now, if y i, y 2 E K(A),yx ¥=y2, then there exists n > 1 such that x*(yx) ¥= x*(yâ nd since ¿(xj = x*(y,) andj^(x") = x*(y^ it follows thatjf^ ¥*fyi. Thus L is one-one.
Finally, suppose / G A' and set ol, = fixn), n > 1. Since e = 2™_iX" (cf. [3] ), fie) = 2*_i/(xn) = 2™_i0l, and this series converges. Therefore {a"} is a bounded We note that in general K(A) ¥=J(A). Thanks to the referee for the following example:
Let w" = {w"k}k>x E RN where w^ = k~x/2" for n > 0 and let A = {x = {xk}: Urn*****^ = 0 for n > 0}. With ||x||" = supfc|xfe|>v^ (n > 0) as seminorms, A is a F0-algebra having identity e = {1} and an orthogonal unconditional basis {en}, en = {ànm)m>i> ($nm *s ^ Kronecker delta). From definition it is clear that w0 E J(A) but w0 G .Av04) because wQ = {l/k} is not summable.
However, for the algebra of all complex sequences and for the algebra H(D) of all holomorphic functions on the open unit disc D with the Hadamard product (see Examples 1 and 4 of [3] ) we have that K(A) = J(A). Thus in these cases the dual space is linearly isomorphic to the intersection of the dense maximal ideals. We give below a condition that guarantees the equality K(A) -J(A). First, we note that 7f0-algebras with identity having unconditional orthogonal bases always contain elements x such that the sequence {x*(x)) is unbounded. For if not, then a simple application of the closed graph theorem shows that the map x -> {**(*)} of A torn (the Banach space of bounded sequences) is a topological isomorphism. But this is impossible since m is not separable. We require a slightly stronger condition than the existence of elements with unbounded coefficients to show that K(A) = J(A) in the following: i.e. |x*(yz)| < |x*(x)|, z £ A, and since 2*_j|x*(x)| < oo it follows that the series 2*_,xB*(yz) converges for z G A. Thus y £ K(A), i.e. J(A) Ç K(A). The reverse inclusion being true in general, we have proved the proposition.
